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Abstract 

Title: A Parametric Evaluation of IoT Applications to Freight Transportation Using Model-

Based Systems Engineering 

Author: Paul George Crawford 

Advisor: Aldo Fabregas Ariza, Ph.D. 

Industrial Internet of Things or IIoT consists of computing and communication at the 

operational edge of a value chain. Applications span manufacturing, energy, and 

transportation, among others. In the transportation context, IIoT translates to connected 

vehicle architecture and ITS applications. Current trends in communication allow more 

applications and devices to contribute to functions traditionally allocated to transportation 

ITS infrastructure. This poses challenges to design engineers to prototype emerging 

technologies in the existing transportation context and reduce integration, validation, and 

time to market. Model-based systems engineering is crucial step for IIoT deployment since 

it allows for a feature-rich digital representation of the interaction of the system of interest 

and its context. This representation includes stakeholders, requirements, behaviors, flows, 

and numerical analyses associated with the solution space of the system of interest. This 

work presents an executable architecture developed in the System Modeling Language 

(SysML) in the domain of freight operations for trucks to and from maritime ports. The 

architecture was modeled in a way that it can be customized based on the presence or 

absence of services or devices in the deployment context (e.g. developing country, rural 

area). The model takes into consideration maritime port capabilities, truck communication 

capabilities, infrastructure capabilities and third-party actor’s capabilities (e.g. customs, 
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freight forwarders). These integrations are typically part of larger initiatives such as supply 

chain integrations or port community systems. An example of parametric analysis and 

model-based metrics is presented. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Introduction 

As technology enables the development of increasingly complex systems, there is a 

expectation that the increased investment will yield increased benefits. These benefits are 

expected to be of such significance to society, that the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) 

has been predicted to trigger the fourth industrial revolution. 

The benefits IIoT offer through automation and machine-to-machine communication, such 

as increases to safety, time savings, and overall improvements to system efficiencies, are 

quantified in a cost benefit analysis. For technologically developed entities to unlock the 

full systems capabilities is usually limited by the adoption rate of the actors as most other 

considerations have been resolved. However, for non-technologically developed entities, 

the level of system complexity can be significantly higher and other criteria aside from the 

participation rate can limit the predicted benefits unexpectedly. 

Driven by this increased complexity of systems, the principles of systems engineering have 

been adopted in many sectors to reduce the risks within a project. These principles consider 

the system over its entire design lifecycle and utilize a staged development process 

incorporating feasibility analysis and decision modeling techniques, including simulation 

and modeling, as tools to assist the system engineer select an optimal solution that satisfy 

the needs of the project. These practices can help maintain project scope, cost, and 

schedule by reducing costly late stage design changes by identifying and resolving 

technical issues early in the project development. 
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Document generation within systems engineering is transitioning from paper-based to 

model-based allowing the system to be captured as a single digital twin of the physical 

system rather than a compendium of various paper-based documents. The modeling tool 

can capture system requirements, interactions, and models behavior capable of being 

simulated. As this thesis will present, it also has the capability to include parametric 

analysis to support decision-making. 

Within the context of Intelligent Transportation Systems for commercial vehicles, this 

thesis demonstrates a method to incorporate parametric analysis within a SysML model to 

evaluate the full communication capabilities of a system. By considering pairwise actor 

participation rates, the availability of a communication channel between them, the 

compatibility of data between the transmitter and the receiver, and the utility the receiver 

gains from obtaining the information a better understanding how technologically capable 

the system is when compared to an alternative and how much of the expected benefit the 

system will actually realize. Of more importance that the formulae developed and used, the 

objective is to highlight how parametric analysis can be readily incorporated into a model-

based system design. 

The discussion of systems engineering, model-based systems engineering and ITS are 

introduced in Chapter 2. A discuss of the parametric variables and equations are presented 

in Chapter 3. The SysML model is presented in Chapter 4 and examples of parametric 

analysis are presented in Chapter 5.      
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Chapter 2 
Background and Related Work 

Introduction 

This chapter introduces the systems engineering approach, a comparison of document 

versus model based systems engineering and the application context of this thesis. 

Systems Engineering Approach 

The systems engineering process is used to specify, design, and verify the system to ensure 

that the individual elements work together when integrated to achieve the objectives. 

Considering the diverse nature of what constitutes a system makes it apparent that the 

application of the system engineering process cannot be rigidly described. Instead, the 

process has been developed to focus on what activities need to be performed and when 

they need to be completed rather than detailing how to perform them. By generalizing the 

processes, a broad latitude is allowed within the processes of discovery and examination 

that can be adapted to suit the uniqueness of each system. 

Ramos et al. [1] summarized the activities and the various models and frameworks 

developed to describe the process. These models and frameworks share a common theme 

based on a series of iterative steps that have seven key objectives. Ramos et al. list those 

themes as: 

(i) to know what the customers want and to define the systems objectives;  

(ii) to define and manage system requirements and to establish the functionality;  

(iii) to identify and minimize risk by conducting trade studies as a basis for informed 

decision making; 

(iv) to evolve design and operation concepts;  

(v) to plan and integrate the work;  
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(vi) to enhance communication and system understanding; and  

(vii) to verify that the system meets customers’ needs. 

As mentioned, what activities are to be performed and when to execute them have been 

well developed in formal process standards (e.g. ISO 42010 : Systems and Software 

Engineering – Architecture description) and architectural frameworks, such as the 

Department of Defense Architectural Framework (DoDAF). However, how to perform the 

activities and capture their outputs has been divided between two primary techniques - 

document-based and model-based. 

Document-Based Systems Engineering vs. Model-Based 
Systems Engineering 

Traditionally, complex projects have deployed a document-based systems engineering 

approach to perform the activities. This approach is characterized by the generation of 

specifications and design documents in textual form that are exchanged between the 

stakeholders. The focus in the document-based systems engineering approach is on 

document control, or more specifically, that the documentation is valid, complete, 

consistent, and that the developed system complies with it. 

Blanchard And Fabrycky [2] present the traditional system design process for document-

based systems engineering. Specifically, document-based systems are typically based on a 

Concept of Operations document to define how the system supports the required 

objectives. Functional analysis, using functional flow and block diagrams, is performed to 

decompose the systems functions and allocate them to system components, while 

engineering trade-off studies are performed to evaluate and optimize designs and to 

allocate performance requirements. The process is repeated through the specification 

hierarchy. 

Requirements traceability for large complex projects is established between the different 

specification levels with a requirements management tool (e.g. IBM Rational DOORS) to 

capture the requirements developed in the specifications into a common database. The use 
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of a spreadsheet, in lieu of dedicated requirements management software, has been utilized 

for smaller and significantly less complex projects [3].  Traceability is then created by 

identifying the component(s) is the system that satisfies the requirement, or the verification 

procedures used to verify the requirement and capturing these relationships in this 

requirements database.  

The document-based systems engineering approach is a rigorous process designed to 

ensure validity, completeness, and consistency, however the segregation of information 

between documents makes the system difficult to assess for compliance. Change 

management can be cumbersome given the potential number of documents that need to be 

revised to capture the change. Additionally, re-usability of system requirements and design 

information for a variant system design is also difficult in a document-based system. 

Friedenthal et al [4] describe the model-based systems engineering approach as utilizing 

models to perform the document-based systems engineering approach discussed 

previously. The focus is not on the documentation, but rather on defining and evolving the 

model to enhance the specifications, design quality, and the re-use of the system 

specifications. The model is created in a system modeling tool (e.g. MagicDraw) and 

consists of elements that represent requirements, design components, test cases, etc. and 

their interrelationships in a graphical format. The model elements and artifacts are further 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

The use of a graphical model created in the system modeling language has some 

advantages over traditional document-based models in that they are extensible, 

customizable, and executable by the users. A modeled system, capturing the properties and 

behaviors of the physical systems, becomes the physical systems’ digital twin that can be 

explored and tested through simulation of the system’s interfaces, interactions, and internal 

functions to support design decisions and guide system deployment. Grieves [5] defines a 

digital twin as “a set of virtual information constructs that fully describes a potential or 

actual physical manufactured product”. The ability to gain information from a virtual 
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model is an improvement over more costly physical prototype models in discovering 

expected and unexpected emergent behavior within complex systems.  

Variant modeling using model-based systems engineering offers higher configuration 

control and a reduction in integration time [6]. Lastly, the digital twin makes the systems 

engineering process open to agile techniques by enabling early system validation via model 

execution. As Dove and Labarge [7] state “agile systems are designed for change”. These 

types of changes are structural as well as functional and require an architecture and process 

that can accommodate resource and infrastructure evolution and system configuration. 

Intelligent Transport Systems and Model-Based Systems 
Engineering 

In the early 2000s, U.S. government agencies were mandated through acts of congress to 

adopt the systems engineering approach in the execution of their projects. The mandate 

was based on the awareness that the processes and techniques to solve complex 

engineering problems developed in the system engineering field can reduce project risks 

while achieving the stakeholder requirements. As mentioned previously, the project 

development process incorporates a phased information capture and design review process 

to transform the operational needs and requirements into an integrated system solution that 

considers the entire system lifecycle. 

In response, the US Department of Transportation enacted requirements for systems 

engineering analysis to be performed on ITS projects that use funds from the Highway 

Trust Fund[8]. The National ITS Architecture, first release in 1996, was extended into a 

reference framework and widely used domain specific tools such as Turbo Architecture 

and more recently the Systems Engineering Tool for Intelligent Transportation (SET-IT) 

were developed to support the development and implementation of Regional ITS 

frameworks throughout the United States. Given its level of development, the National ITS 

Architecture has been adopted as the foundation of other national ITS Architectures. 

Version 5.0 of the framework was released in 2003, while version 6.0 was released in 
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2007. The current version of the National ITS Architecture incorporates the Connected 

Vehicle Reference Implementation Architecture (CVRIA) and is based on the language of 

ISO 42010:2011. This reference architecture provides databases and configurable drawings 

in the form of a software tool (Systems Engineering Tool for Intelligent Transportation) to 

provide documentation support to the mandated systems engineering activities. 

Between the release of versions 5.0 and 6.0 of the National ITS Architecture, the Systems 

Modeling Language (SysML) was being developed. Created in 2003 as a dialect of the 

Unified Modeling Language (UML) to support systems engineering applications, the intent 

of SysML was to provide a standardized language that could capture requirements, 

structures, and behaviors of systems in a graphical representation [OMG]. In 2006, the 

Object Management Group adopted SysML into its standards consortium as the 

recommended standard for systems modeling. SysML is an enabling technology for model-

based systems engineering. That is, by using a modeling language, such as SysML, model-

based systems engineering can focus on the creation of domain models for information 

capture and exchange rather than relying on document-based methods. 

Areas of Research in Intelligent Transportation Systems 

Enabling technology is a term used to describe an innovation that advances the capabilities 

of the user in some way. The European Commission defined key enabling technologies as 

technology that “enable processes, goods and services innovation throughout the economy 

and are of systemic relevance.” [9]The application of enabling technology varies between 

industries and business sectors, however there is a common theme in the desire to connect 

objects to the internet to sense, exchange data, and provide feedback to the user to facilitate 

decision-making. 

In Sisinni et al [10], the terms Internet of Things (IoT), Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), 

and Industry 4.0 are provided a rough classification to show that they are inter-related but 

should not be used interchangeably. IoT is considered the over-arching enabling 

technology to advance the capabilities within most business sectors. It is often referred to 

as a system of devices connected to together over a network with the ability to transfer data 
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without the need for human interactions. As examples, urban centers are being developed 

into smart cities to collect data to improve their operations. While the consumer 

applications sector has been advancing the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) into 

different markets such as smart appliances and smart homes, its industrial counterpart has 

been advancing the concept of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) into different 

markets to enable automation and machine to machine communication. The phrase 

Industry 4.0 is a concept that extends the intention of IIoT into an era of rapid increases in 

industrial capabilities through breakthroughs in enabling technology. The common theme 

between IoT, IIoT and Industry 4.0 is the use of enabling technology to increase 

capabilities. The concept of a digital thread has gained interest as a reference to the 

integrated data flow between actors or systems that have traditionally operated in siloed 

environments [11]. These enabling technologies and their data flows can be paired with 

Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) to enhance the accuracy of the system’s 

representation at the architectural development stage and provide traceability to the 

system’s requirements. 

Intelligent Transportation Systems share a similar focus in their desire to break down 

barriers between siloed actors by connecting objects that can sense, exchange data, and 

supply information to the users. One of the current challenges with communication-

pervasive technologies is the ability to use the generated data to enable preferential system 

properties. The goal of implementing enabled connectivity is to produce desirable 

emergent system properties, such as improved reliability or a decreased carbon footprint, 

that could not have been achieved by the individual system components acting in isolation. 

With the focus on producing desirable emergent system properties, it is important to 

caution that non-desirable emergent system properties can also arise from enabled 

connectivity that need attention, such as cyber security issues.  

Wu and Lee [12] categorized the various fields of ITS research into enabling technologies 

based on patent filings in Europe, Japan, and the United States. Figure 1 shows their tree 

diagram highlighting the seven major categories of ITS research. They are advanced traffic 

management systems (ATMS), commercial vehicle operations (CVO), electronic payment 
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system and electronic toll collection (EPS &ETC), emergency management system (EMS), 

advanced public transportation systems (APTS), advanced vehicle control and safety 

systems (AVCSS) and advanced traveler information systems (ATIS). 

 

Figure 1 - A tree diagram of ITS technologies. Source: [12] 

These seven major categories are further broken down into specific enabling technology 

that can benefit each field of research, such as electronic toll collection and automatic 

vehicle location services for commercial vehicle monitoring.  

Electronic toll collection has been researched as an ITS project to reduce travel times or 

increase capacity [13], decrease emissions [14] and reduce accidents [15]. As explained by 

Halloran [16] electronic toll collection is dependent on three components, a reading device, 

a transponder, and a data processor. The reading technology can be either optical or an 

electronic antenna to suit a passive or active transponder / tag. Data collected to identify 

the vehicle, such as transponder and license plate number, and data to identify the toll 
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plaza, such as ID and payment request, is consolidated into a single transaction and 

digitally sent to an external payment service for processing. 

One of the current issues facing electronic toll collection is the lack of interoperability. As 

regions pursue ITS projects in toll collection, they tend to consider only their own 

customers and toll collection needs. The result is dozens of electronic toll collection 

systems operated by dozens of toll agencies. In some cases, the electronic toll collection 

systems communicate with each other and in other cases they do not. A vehicle can pay 

tolls electronical within their registered system but are obligated to pay tolls manual 

outside of their primary system unless they have an account and transponder for each 

electronic toll collection system. 

In the United States, the 2012 Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-

21) requested the establishment of a nationwide interoperability agreement by October 

2016, but it was not achieved [17]. In Europe, the pursuit of a common electronic fee 

collection system on all European toll roads has had better results. European road users can 

pay tolls anywhere in Europe with a single contract with a European Electronic Toll 

Service (EETS) and a single vehicle device [18]. 

The use of automatic vehicle locations services has been successfully used in the tracking 

of public transport vehicles and their location used to provide real time passenger 

information to their schedule. Estimated arrival times are calculated and information is 

updated on digital signboards installed at the stop. The use of location services have also 

been mandated in the United States and Europe in support of electronic logging devices to 

report hours of service for commercial vehicles.  

As of December 16, 2019, commercial vehicle drivers operating in the United States, 

Canada, and Mexico that are required to log their activities were mandated [19] to have 

installed and be using electronic logging devices (ELDs) in their vehicle. These ELDs have 

replacing paper logs and other Automated On-Board Recording Devices (AOBRD) that do 

not have the necessary capabilities of the newer ELDs. The electronic logging device 
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interfaces with the vehicle’s engine control module (ECM) and captures and logs the 

engine power status, vehicle motion status, hours driven, and engine hours automatically to 

be used in the generated log on a portable device. More important to this research, the 

legislation requires that the geo-location of the vehicle be obtained and logged at regular 

intervals or changes in activity.  

Within the European Union, hours of service regulations are also in place, however the 

regulations have taken the logging a different direction. They require that commercial 

vehicles be equipped with a digital tachograph which is to record the position of the 

vehicle at the starting place of the daily work period, every three hours of accumulated 

driving time and the ending place of the daily working period. 

The United States regulations recommend the use of Global Positioning Satellites however 

GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) is also permitted provided that the 

vehicle location is obtained and is logged correctly. The European Union regulations 

specify that Global Satellite Navigation Systems shall be used for position recording. 

The requirement for electronic logging without additional restrictions on real-time data 

capture has allowed for numerous automatic vehicle location systems to emerge as fleet 

tracking or freight visibility software to be used for dispatch and cargo security [20]. 

Additionally, the customer, through their brokers and shippers are demanding this level of 

visibility from the trucking companies as a part of their service offering [21]. 

As summarized in An et al [22], there is no global focus in the enabling technologies, they 

are being developed with different focus within each country or economic region. As 

examples, Singapore is striving to be the world’s first smart nation and has implemented 

several ITS technologies focusing on relieving congestion induced by urban density [23]. 

Japan, Europe, and the United States are also at various stages of their own ITS plan. Japan 

has been progressing their national plans for in-country ITS research, development, and 

deployment since the late 1990s and have focused on road traffic problems such as traffic 

congestion, accidents, and emissions. The European Union has also focused their efforts on 
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relieving congestion and improving road safety. The directives of the European Union 

ensure technology consistency and common deployment across its member countries. In 

the United States, regional implementation of the National ITS architecture is permitted 

based on the region’s specific needs. Other countries have formed governmental ITS study 

groups but have yet to release an implementation strategy or architecture. 

Areas of Model-Based Systems Engineering Research 

The INCOSE Systems Engineering Vision 2020 and the subsequently established INCOSE 

MBSE Initiative was created to elevate models from simply the creation of pretty pictures 

to that of a more central role in the representation of a system’s requirements, design, 

integration, validation and operation. The concept of a digital twin discussed earlier, has 

become increasing relevant to systems engineering and is applied through model-based 

systems engineering. Furthermore, engineers are recognizing modeling and simulation as a 

core capability in filling knowledge gaps and understanding emergent behavior [24]. 

With that being said, the usage and acceptance of MBSE has expanded into numerous 

application context and research has focused on the individual aspects of Systems 

Engineering. Madni et al. [25] details areas in which the digital twin concept can be 

particularly effective in its utilization.  These being: to validate the system model with a 

real-world system, provide decision support and alerts to users, predict changes in the 

physical system over time, and to discover new application opportunities and revenue 

streams. 

Examples of this utilization is with Baduel et al. [26], who focused on verification and 

validation solutions of system models in the context of railway products. Product line 

engineering uses the ability of variant modeling within MBSE to perform trade-off studies 

[6] with the goal to optimize the system. Mordecai and Dori [27] demonstrate how agile 

modeling can address design evolution for a hypothetical defense project. 
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Within the transportation sector, model-based systems engineering has been adopted in the 

development of vehicle-to-vehicle communications, vehicle-to-infrastructure 

communications, autonomous vehicles, and electric vehicles. 

Application Context and Stakeholder Identification 

As discussed, the global progress in deploying freight-focused Intelligent Transportation 

Systems vary between countries, and even regions within the same country, and are driven 

by the immediate needs of the specific country or region and the level of technological 

maturity. The country’s motivation for adopting ITS technology is diverse but reductions 

in traffic congestion and air pollution, increased traffic safety, and a demand by clients for 

increased freight visibility have all been identified as common drivers. Overlapping with 

commercial vehicle operations, maritime port operations are considering the adoption of 

the same enabling technologies for integration into port community and terminal operating 

systems to optimize their processes to reduce port congestion [28], vehicle emissions [29], 

reduce cargo re-handling in drayage operations [30], and provide the port community 

increased operational integration [31]. 

The traditional actor roles are: 

 Goods generators, 

 Freight forwarders, 

 Trucking companies, 

 Truck drivers, 

 Maritime port authorities, and 

 Government agencies. 

However, the intended purpose of an ITS project is to automate operations through device-

device connectivity implying that the actors should be the devices and their associated 

processes themselves. As Srour and Newton [32] explain the development of a National 

Fright Data Program and the increased use of ITS technologies can directly populate the 

necessary data in the freight database for increased information exchange. This 
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interoperability can be cataloged as IIoT deployment and in the context of commercial 

vehicle operations, the non-traditional actors consist of the required processes that may or 

may not have associated equipment such as: 

 Commercial vehicle on-board equipment, 

 Electronic toll equipment and payment systems, 

 Weigh-in-motion technology, 

 Roadside inspection equipment, 

 National Freight Registries, and 

 Port Appointment Systems. 

The SysML model can support each of these entities by allowing their requirements, 

behaviors, and activities to be defined. The requirements captured from the National ITS 

Architecture and their associated SysML activities are shown in Table 1. Except for a few 

requirements related to the processing of the data by the actor, the activities can be 

described as either receiving the data from the upstream entities or devices or transmitting 

the data to downstream entities or devices. 

Table 1 – Actors and their ARC-IT Requirements (Sample) 

Actor Requirement from ARC-IT [33] 

Commercial 
Vehicle On-
Board 
Equipment 

The commercial vehicle shall provide on-board vehicle data to the 
commercial vehicle fleet management center upon request - includes 
location, credentials, driver license citations, fuel purchase data, 
identity details, inspection data, log data, service records, safety 
systems diagnostics, and freight equipment data. 
The vehicle shall provide an interface with the traveler card / 
payment instrument carried on-board the vehicle - to exchange 
identity information and payment transactions. 

Fleet 
Management 

The center shall track the progress of freight equipment as it moves 
from source to destination based on inputs from the commercial 
vehicles, the freight equipment, intermodal freight depots, shippers, 
and commercial vehicle administration centers that provide border 
clearance status information. 
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The center shall coordinate the shipment of cargo using freight 
equipment with intermodal freight depots. Information to be 
coordinated includes information regarding a freight transportation 
booking and the assigned driver and vehicle scheduled to transport 
the freight along with cargo movement logs, routing information, and 
cargo ID's. 

Terminal 
Management 
(Port 
Appointment 
System) 

The facility shall coordinate container delivery and pick up logistics 
including time, reservation, and truck availability, with fleet and 
freight management. 
The center shall maintain an interface with other freight distribution 
and logistics centers to exchange shipment information, terminal 
status, and freight bookings. 

Electronic 
Toll 
Collection 

The field element shall read data from passing vehicles to support toll 
payment transactions. 
The center shall exchange data with other payment administration 
agencies to coordinate toll transactions and pricing. 
The center shall manage toll transactions, including maintaining a log 
of all transactions and toll pricing structure information. 

National 
Freight 
Registry  

The center shall collect, process, and store freight specific traveler 
information. 
The center shall maintain an interface with other freight distribution 
and logistics centers to exchange shipment information, terminal 
status, and freight bookings. 
The center shall collect, store and exchange transportation-related 
regulations with other transportation centers. 

 

The operational activities that occur in the domain of these devices can affect the 

operations of maritime ports by introducing uncertainty in the commercial vehicle’s arrival 

time and the opposite is true as well. The maritime ports can introduce uncertainty in the 

commercial vehicle operations through terminal operation delays. Enhanced 

communications can potentially enable system wide capabilities and the system 

engineering model can be used to handle the requirements, concept definition and 

capability evaluation. 
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Chapter 3 
Parametric Analysis of Capabilities 

Introduction 

This chapter provides a discussion on communication theory and set theory as well as the 

criteria to consider for the parametric analysis of the systems capabilities. Portions of this 

chapter are to be presented at the Transportation Research Board’s Annual Meeting (TRB 

2021). 

Information and Communication Theory 

To understands a system’s capability, it is important to understand the components of a 

communication system developed from communication theory. While Information theory 

is the application of mathematics and statistics to quantify the parameters and rules that 

govern the transmission of messages through communication systems, communication 

theory is the subset that studies the technical process of information transmission. The 

theories put forth by Claude Shannon in 1948 [34] defined the basic elements within the 

communication process in a simple abstract diagram as shown in Figure 2 with five parts 

as defined as follows: 

 

Figure 2 - Shannon's schematic diagram of a general communication system. Source: [27] 

Shannon defined the parts of the communication model as follows: 
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1. The information source is the device which captures the data to be communicated to the 

receiver.  

2. The transmitter conditions the data to produce a suitable signal that can be transmitted 

over a channel.  

3. The channel is the medium used to carry the signal from the transmitter to the receiver.  

4. The receiver conditions the signal to produce the original data captured from the 

information source, and  

5. The destination is the entity for which the data in intended.  

Although a noise source is included in Shannon’s diagram, it is not relevant for the 

purposes of this discussion. 

Shannon’s theorems proposed methods to determine the maximum channel capacity 

(bits/second) based on the signal speed (symbols/second) and size (bits / symbols), with a 

symbol in Shannon’s terminology being equivalent to the modern digital data packet with 

the original data being broken down into similar structures before transmission. A bit, or 

binary digit, is the unit for measuring information. In mathematical terms, it represents the 

two possible states (energized / deenergized)) that a relay can be in. Shannon’s focus was 

on channel capacity and by determining the minimum number of bits that need to be 

received to recover the original message. Intuitively, transmitting the smallest number of 

bits that still retain the message increases the capacity of the channel. 

Examining the parts of Shannon’s schematic diagram, failures in communication can be 

attributed to issues in each of the individual parts. Table 2 shows the failure modes 

common to the communication model. The source may or may not capture the data 

correctly, the transmitter may or may not encode the data and transmit the signal correctly, 

the signal may or may not have a medium to travel along, the receiver may or may not 

decode the signal correctly, and the destination may or may not be able to interpret the data 

it received.   
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Table 2 - Potential Failure Modes and Causes in the Communication Model 

Component 
Potential Failure 

Mode 
Potential Cause of Failure 

 

Information Source 
and Transmitter 

A. No data capture Low Participation Rate  

A. Incorrect 
Installation 
B. Defective 
Components 

Data Collection Hardware Issues 
 

A. Poor quality signal 
output 

Encoding errors  

Channel 

A. No communication 
between transmitter 
and receiver 

A. Limited / No cellular network 
coverage 
B. Limited / No internet availability 
C. Limited / No satellite coverage 
D. Device range limitations 

 

Receiver and 
Destination 

A. No receiver Low Participation Rate  

A. Cannot decode 
signal 
B. Cannot interpret 
data 

A. Incompatible data formats 
 

A. No action taken A. Missing programmed activity / 
change of state 
B. No value in the information 

 

 

Even earlier that Shannon, Hartley’s Transmission of Information published in 1928 

proposed “a quantitative measure whereby the capacities of various systems to transmit 

information can be compared.” [35] Hartley reasoned that while it is often useful to 

estimate the increase in performance from improvements in technology, such an estimate 

can also be used for “detecting fallacies in the theory of operations for a proposed system.” 

For entirely new systems, the designers can develop their concept of operations to ensure 

robustness for each of the parts. However, the concept of operations can become difficult 

to get correct when attempting to integrate with legacy systems. Either the channel does 
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not match the transmitting and receiving technology, or the received data cannot be 

interpreted because of data incompatibility. 

For Shannon and Hartley, the system’s capability was measured by the maximum capacity 

of information that can be relayed between two entities with minimal loss. In a more 

general sense, capability is a measure of the effectiveness of the overall system. Of note, 

various industries use the term capability and capability score with different meaning. 

Operations management uses process capability analysis as a statistical analysis tool to 

determine the ability of a process to produce outputs within the required specification 

limits. Business capability scores are used to access the indicators of business success, and 

financial sectors use a capability score as a measure of an individual’s ability to make ends 

meet through adequate savings. The Department of Defense Architectural Framework 

(DoDAF) defines capability in the same manner as this work in that capability is “the 

ability to achieve the desired effect” [36].  

Figure 3 depicts the DoDAF described relationships between the various elements. The 

activity is performed by the performers and consumes and produces resources under some 

constraints and requires a capability for the activity to be performed. The capability is 

realized by the performers to achieve the desired effect on the resources. In other words, 

the system and actors require enabling technology to provide them with the capability to 

perform an activity to produce a desired effect. 

The transportation sector and intelligent transportation systems do not use a such a metric. 

Rather their metrics usually relate to quantities shipped related to a cost over a certain 

period (e.g. tons shipped per year / freight costs per year).  Yet by quantifying the system’s 

capability, the system architecture can be linked to an investment strategy that selects the 

best suited enabling technology to maximize the overall benefits. 
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Figure 3 - DoDAF DM2 Conceptual Data Model (DIV-1) Diagram. Source: [36] 

Utility Theory and Value of Information 

The field of economics expresses utility as a measure of the benefit gained from goods and 

services. Although highly subjective, Herrala [37] supplied two valuation methods for the 

value of information. The first is to assess what the user gained when compared to the user 

not having access to the data and the second is the use of the analytical hierarchy process 

(AHP) to evaluation what information is the most significant to the collective users or to 

each user. Peng and Beimborn [38] offer a method to screen and select potential ITS 

projects among several options based on the various sources of benefits. The method 

presented in this thesis does not propose a solution to this complex task of calculated the 

benefit gain, rather it focuses on the capability of the system to understand how much of 

this benefit can truly be realized. 
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Set Theory 

In set theory, a binary relation creates a subset of the cartesian product between two sets by 

encoding the information in such a way that the relational statement evaluates to either true 

or false. Salado [39] introduced compliance (c) and satisfaction (s) binary relationships 

between a set (S) of stakeholder needs (n), a set (R) of system requirements (r) and a set 

(Z) of systems (z) using set theory. The compliance relationship evaluates the fulfillment 

of a single requirement by the system into a binary form. That is Z x R → c{True, False}. 

The satisfaction relationship evaluates the fulfillment of a stakeholder need by the system 

into a binary form. That is Z x S → s{True, False}. Table 3 shows generic evaluations of 

various system configurations and their ability to comply with individual requirements as 

well as the ability for various system configurations to satisfy a stakeholder need. In most 

cases, only when all requirements are complying is the stakeholder need satisfied. 

Table 3 - Generic Evaluations of Compliance and Satisfaction Relationships 

System c(Z, r1) c(Z, r2) c(Z, r3) c(Z, r4) s(Z, n1) 

Option 1  False False False False False 

Option 2 True False False False False 

Option 3 True True False False False 

Option 4 True True True False False 

Option 5 True True True True True 

As mentioned, the compliance and satisfaction relationships evaluate to binary outcomes 

based on Salado’s analysis, yet systems can be made up of multiple entities of the same 

type, some in compliance and some out of compliance. The extension of this analysis 

through multiple actors is that the options cease to evaluate to discrete outcomes, rather 

they become continuous outcomes based on the degree of compliance the system provides 

to each requirement. 
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Capability Score and System Requirements 

The capability evaluation is built on two concepts. The first is that there is an activity that 

can be performed to change the state of the actor, and the second is that there is the “ability 

to achieve the desired effect”. For ITS projects, being communication pervasive, their 

capability can be hindered by the degree of communication flow between any two entities. 

From Shannon’s simple abstract communication model, it can be reasoned that for a 

capability to be fully enabled, three requirements need to be satisfied – one functional and 

two related to the interface. Firstly, the sender and receiver must have devices, sensors, or 

computers with the ability to capture, transmit, and receive data inputs to satisfy a 

functional requirement of technology availability. Secondly, a channel or medium must 

exist to carry the information between the sending and receiving systems to satisfy an 

interface requirement of entity connectivity. Thirdly, the information must be in a 

compatible format that the receiver can interpret to satisfy a second interface requirement 

of data compatibility. A fourth requirement is added from utility theory, in that the data 

must have a value to the receiver. Information is considered valuable only when there is a 

utility to it and this value is derived in the benefit gained by allowing for a change in 

behavior, that is by performing an activity. 

In systems terms this means that the arguments of the input functions at the interface can 

be used by the receiving subsystem to execute a state-changing behavior. For example, a 

truck can broadcast its detailed position minute-by-minute, the maritime port can receive 

that information and re-schedule operations. However, if the port is not able to act based on 

the input, the overall system capability may not be achieved. This seemingly obvious check 

can be easily overlooked in the larger context with diverse actors and jurisdictions where 

capability implementations are phased in over time. 

The concept of a capacity score is introduced between two actors to provide a quantitative 

measure of the potential capabilities in the context of the system. It is the sum of the 

parametric evaluations of each of the above requirements and provides a metric of how 

closely the system is satisfying the stakeholder need. Each term is adjusted with a 
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weighting factor (w1-4) to reflect a shift in the prioritization of one term over one or more of 

the others, with equal weighting as the default. Since the sum of the weighting factors must 

equal unity, summing each term yields and capability score (CS) between 0 and 100%. The 

higher the score, the more likely the system can achieve its desired effect. This is shown in 

Equation 1: 

Capability Score = Technology Availability x w1 + Entity Communication x w2 

        + Data Compatibility x w3 + Data Utility x w4  (1) 

The technology availability term (TA) is based on the participation or adoption rate of each 

entity and is the product of the participation rate of entity A (PRA) and the participation 

rate of entity B (PRB). It is the likelihood that entity A and entity B both have adopted the 

technology to enable information exchange. As an example, consider the percentage of 

commercial vehicles (Entity A) equipped with data loggers while Entity B is the 

percentage of inspection teams equipped with roadside monitoring equipment. Thus: 

TA = PRA x PRB        (2) 

The entity communication term (EC) represents the likelihood that there exists a 

communication channel between entity A and entity B. Poor cellular network connectivity 

or the utilization of two different communication protocols in the sending and receiving 

systems can prevent the system from being fully enabled as the data will not flow between 

entities. It is the product of the participation rate of entity A (PRA) and the participation 

rate of entity B (PRB) as with the technology availability term, however an added 

percentage is included as a communication factor (CF). This communication factor is the 

percentage of entity pairings that can establish connectivity between themselves. Extending 

the commercial vehicle data logging and the roadside inspectors, the communication factor 

is the percentage of data logging devices and roadside monitoring equipment that operate 

with the same communication protocol. 

 EC = PRA x PRB x CF        (3) 
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The data compatibility term (DC) is the likelihood that the data received by entity B can be 

interpreted. It is the product of the participation rate of entity B (PRB), and a data 

compatibility factor (DCF) represented by a percentage of receiving devices with the data 

interpreter matching the sent data. Further extending our example, the data compatibility 

factor is the percentage of roadside monitoring equipment that operate with the proper data 

format. 

DC = PRB x DCF        (4) 

Lastly, the data utilization term (DU) is the likelihood that the data can be acted upon. It is 

the product of the participation rate of entity B (PRB), and a data utilization factor (DUF) 

represented as a percentage of the extent that entity B can take upon receiving the 

information. Unlike the other terms the data utilization factor is difficult to quantify and is 

subjective. 

DU = PRB x DUF        (5) 

The capability score provides insight into the architecture of the system by identifying 

limiting technology or design solutions that can be overlooked. Limitation in technology 

and lack of communication channels between systems will drive ITS projects towards 

infrastructure decisions that can supply discrete rather than continuous event data. While 

highlighting the inability of actors to act on the received information shows points of 

potential data hording which also prevents fully enabled capabilities. 

This method focuses on calculated a capability score between two entities involved in 

information exchange. Extending to a third entity (A → B → C) is simply the product of 

each capability score (CTotal = CSA-B x CSB-C). Of note, based on technology, open 

channels, and data formatting, the total capability score of CSA-B x CSB-C may not be equal 

to the capability score of CSA-C nor is it expected that CSA-B would be equivalent to CSB-A. 

It is acknowledged that the weighting factors can be used to skew the capability score to 

the advantage or detriment of an ITS project depending on the whim of the user. 
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Considering this, a second equation is introduced that of expected benefit. Most ITS 

projects calculate a benefit gained by the implementation of the project (increased road 

safety, a reduction in travel time, optimization of marine port operations, etc.) for a certain 

expenditure of capital. While this thesis does not address the cost side of the analysis, the 

benefit side of the analysis usually considers only the participation rate while assuming that 

the communication, format, and utility factors are each 100%. However, when considering 

that one or more of these terms can be less than 100%, the maximum benefit (BM) will not 

be realized. Rather, an expected benefit (BE) should be calculated as the maximum benefit 

(BM) multiplied by the minimum value of the four terms defined above. 

BE = BM x min (TA, EC, DC, DU)      (6) 

This parametric analysis establishes one of many measures of effectiveness (MOE) than 

can be incorporated into a more complex multi-criteria decision-making tool for 

architecture evaluation.  
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Chapter 4 
Model 

Introduction 

This chapter provides a discussion on communication theory and set theory as well as the 

criteria to consider for the parametric analysis of the systems capabilities. Large portions of 

this chapter is to be presented at the Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting (TRB 

2021). 

System Modeling 

In a model-based systems engineering approach, it is good practice to establish the 

objectives of the model, determine a methodology, define naming conventions, and 

modeling practices before building the model. For our purposes, the model’s objectives are 

to obtain requirement traceability, model actors and concepts, generate interface control 

document, and evaluate system configuration capabilities. The modeling language which 

defines the elements and their relationships as well as the syntax and semantics of the 

model is SysML [40], while the methodology that defines the usage of the elements and 

the steps of analyzing and designing the system is an adaptation of the SysMod 

methodology [41]. The modeling tool selected is Magic Draw [42]. 

Context Modeling and Interfaces 

The application context contains the system under consideration, the environment and all 

other systems and actors. Using MBSE, the model’s elements composed of the actors, 

external systems, constraints, flow specifications, and interfaces are displayed in a block 

definition diagram as individual blocks. While a block is a graphical representation of any 

entity within the system, the block definition diagram captures the structural relationships 

between them. 
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Figure 4 - Block definition diagram of the truck-to-port system model 

The block definition diagram shown in Figure 4 is a representation of the Truck-to-Port 

System application context. The traditional and non-traditional actors identified previously 

are represented by individual blocks as well as their structural relationships.  

A composite association shown as a solid line with a solid diamond conveys structural 

decomposition. The solid diamond is attached to the composite block and points to the 

component block and shows that in this case, the composite, TTPS Base Context, has 

components consisting of the traditional and non-traditional actors. The composite 

association relationships also permit an instance of the block at the parent end to be 

composed of zero or more instances of the block at the child end by specifying the blocks 

multiplicity. 
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A generalization relationship shown as a solid line with a closed arrowhead, such as 

between the block “TTPS Base Context” and the block “Application Context” conveys 

inheritance. The child block of Application Context inherits the interfaces and 

implementations of the parent block TTPS Base Context. Generalization relationships can 

also be used to create different child blocks configurations. In the block diagram, the 

generalization relationships of fleet manager and also the maritime port allow unique 

behaviors to be introduced to the model. SysML allows for the rapid substitutions of 

instances within the model to change from one configuration to another. 

The configurability of the model brought on by the multiplicity of actors as well as through 

the generalization relationships introduces variants and creates a multi-dimensional model 

that can grow in complexity as the number of elements increase. Through the application 

context block, configurable instances of the system can be created and parametric analysis 

of the system’s capability and expected benefit can be performed. 

The structure of the blocks shown in the block definition diagram can be further 

decomposed through an internal block diagram. The internal block diagram conveys 

information that cannot be shown on the block definition diagram, such as the 

interconnections between part properties within a block or between other blocks in the 

system model. The behavior within the blocks and their interfaces are exposed by proxy 

ports and information flows across the connection are defined through flow specifications. 

Figure 5 shows the internal block diagram of the internal structure of the truck to port 

system model. It shows the interconnections, proxy ports, and information flows between 

the actors. As mentioned previously, the generalization relationship allows for reusability 

of the model, as different child configurations with unique behaviors can be substituted for 

the parent while maintaining the interfaces, interconnections, and proxy ports. 

Within the model, the communication between the Fleet Manager and the Maritime Port 

and between the Truck and the Maritime Port can be bi-directional. That is, the source of 

the information can be either actor. The port, at times, may issue updates to the fleet 

manager or truck on the status of the port is situations where normal activities for an 
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marine vessel is experiencing delays. The information flows between the truck and the 

non-traditional actors are unidirectional to the port. Due to the static design of toll plazas, 

weigh stations, and roadside equipment, the information from the truck can be captured 

and transmitted to the maritime port, however the maritime port cannot send information 

back to the truck through the national freight register and the ITS components. 

Additionally, neither the fleet manager nor the maritime port can exchange information 

with the intermediary ITS components comprised of the roadside equipment, the weigh 

station, and the tolls. Two actors, the Goods Generator, and the Freight Forwarder 

identified in the block definition diagram have been excluded as they are common across 

all system configurations, and their activities can be considered fully capable. Their 

activities do not impact the capability score of the system under examination.  

 

Figure 5 - Internal block diagram of the truck-to-port system model 

Parametric Analysis Modeling 

Communications capabilities can be customized by configuring the application context to 

reflect the presence or absence of services. Any system configuration can be evaluated via 

behaviors and using parametric analysis. The behaviors populate the parameters required 
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for the parametric analysis to be conducted with the objective of determining the capability 

score as defined in Equation 1. The capability score calculation procedure was developed 

in the block definition diagram shown in Figure 6. The equations and the performance 

metrics are part of the TTPS Capability Analysis block and are defined through constraint 

blocks. The constraint block is used to define an expression such as a mathematical 

relationship or an inequality through variables called constraint parameters. These 

parameters receive their values from the value properties they are linked to, or constrained. 

 

Figure 6 - Parametric analysis diagram 

Since the analysis is calculated between pairs of actors, a special type of entity called TTPS 

Entity was created. The TTPS Entity imposes the existence of a set of parameters needed 

for the calculations such as the participation rate (PR). For that reason, all parts of the 

applications context are specialized subtypes of the TTPS Entity (generalization 

relationship). In this way, the existence of parameters is guaranteed through inheritance. A 
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maritime port and a truck are types of TTPS Entity, and as such either one can occupy 

placeholders for Entity A or Entity B in the parametric analysis in Figure 6. The white 

diamond with a solid line in the block definition diagram in Figure 6 represents a reference 

composition. A reference composition is where the parts on the children end of the relation 

are not within the structure of the parent block. These parts are structural part of the 

context but not of the analysis. However, the system of equations is a part of the structure 

of the TTPS Capability Analysis block. This allows for reusability of the analysis with any 

number of instances of members of the application context, as shown with a reference 

composition in Figure 4. This pattern of definition, re-use and instantiation is the basis for 

the parametric analysis adopted. 

The Aggregation block in the block definition diagram was created to allow for iterative 

calculation of the overall system score. The aggregation block has a reference composition 

to the TTPS Capability Analysis block, while the system score calculator becomes a 

component of the aggregation composite. 

The  parametric diagram of the TTPS Capability Analysis is shown in Figure 7 and 

corresponds to the system of interconnected constraints and parameters. The referenced 

blocks, denoted by dashed lines around Entity A and Entity B, provide the parameters for 

the capability score calculations for TA, EC, DU, and DC. The addition of the slash 

symbol (/) in front of the input variables for the BE Calculator and CS Calculator (i.e: /TA, 

/EC, /DU, and /DC) has been added by the software to denote that the information was 

calculated, or derived from other information or properties. 

The parametric diagram of the aggregation calculation described earlier is shown in Figure 

8.  The inputs of BE (Expected Benefit) and CS (Capability Score) are obtained from each 

pairwise analysis performed in the TTPS Capability Analysis, to be aggregated into an 

overall system score. The expected benefit is the minimum value within all the pairwise 

relationships. The constraint for total system score requires an iterative loop to reduce the 

array of pairwise scores into a single number. SysML allows executable code to be used in 

the constraint definition.  
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Figure 7 – TTPS capability analysis parametric diagram 

 

Figure 8 - Aggregation parametric diagram 
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Behavioral Modeling 

Behavior activities are added to the model for each actor. It is these activities that populate 

the parameters for the parametric analysis. As an example, the truck’s behavior is 

described by a state machine as shown in Figure 9, and a change is state is triggered by the 

receipt of signal sent from one of the other actors. The truck transitions to an “In Transit” 

state upon receiving a start trip signal, sends its data to whichever entity requests in and 

exits the state machine upon receipt of an “At Destination” signal. This practice ensures 

that all the actors in the instance have a chance to communicate will the other actors before 

the simulation ends prematurely. The state of “Change in Port Status” is provided should 

there be an instance where the truck has an opportunity to change its behavior based on 

information received from the port. For each activity sending the truck data, a participation 

rate is assigned for use by the parametric calculation. 

 
Figure 9 - State machine for truck entity 

The use of iteration to reflect the number of tolls, roadside equipment stands, or weigh 

stations that the truck passes on its journey from the goods origin to the port in addition to 

the number of times that the maritime port or fleet manager request the truck status is a 
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more accurate representation of the trip, however, in the simplest form, each entity only 

requires to communicate with its partner once.  

As shown in Figure 10, activity diagrams were created to populate the parameters of the 

capability score. As this capability score is intended to be used in conjunction with a fully 

developed system model, the activities associated with this task have been omitted as they 

are ITS project specific. Rather, the model has been developed to focus on the populating 

the parameters when the activity executes. In the example below, it is done by assigning it 

a value, however, the parameter could also be populated through a mathematical 

expression should the system designer have a more complex evaluation. 

 

Figure 10 - Sample activity diagram 

Modelling Requirements Verification 

The last item of Ramos’ list of activities presented in Chapter 2 is “to verify that the system 

meets the customer’s needs”. Within the SysML model, sequence diagrams can be 

generated to take the place of a test conductor. By setting the stereotype of the sequence 
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diagram to a test case, at the conclusion of the sequence, the test activity can output a pass 

or a fail result. This can be tabularized as shown in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11 - Scenario 1 test case evaluation 

The example above captures the outputs of a test of the truck’s ability to transmit data and 

the Fleet Manager’s ability to receive it to verify the requirements identified as 1.4 and 1.5 

in Figure 14. Also shown is a test of the Fleet Manager’s ability to send data to the 

Maritime Port identified by the requirement identification number of 1.1. 
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Chapter 5 
Discussion 

Introduction 

This chapter presents application scenarios of the model to demonstrate evaluation of the 

overall system capabilities. 

Problem Statement 

As mentioned previously, the transportation of goods from their points of origin to their 

destination is dominated by commercial vehicles carrying freight using the nation’s roads. 

For a country in the preliminary stages of ITS development for commercial vehicle 

operations, a common project is that of Automatic Vehicle Location, where knowing the 

location of the vehicle offers benefits to various actors. The trucking company can offer 

this information as a service they provide to their clients for a competitive edge. Maritime 

ports can benefit from having advanced information of truck arrivals in regards to their 

drayage operations [43] and in recognition of this, some have started implementing 

geofencing near the port boundary [44]. There is an added benefit to the truck driver in that 

enhancing port operations minimizing wait times and shortens their turn times at the 

maritime port. To implement an integrated ITS project, the country’s infrastructure may be 

a limiting factor in realizing the benefits of implementation, as many of the new services 

cannot be offered on a large enough scale due to poor network coverage. In addition to 

infrastructure limitations, resistance to adopt the technology by actors due to the cost 

burden or behavioral preferences, such as cash transactions, can impact the overall 

participation rate. 

From previous work by the author, Colombia is one such country. When compared to ITS 

developed countries, such as the United States or European Union member countries, 

Colombia currently has limited ITS technology. However, the country collects and stores 

large amounts of data through the various government registries. As it pertains to 
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commercial vehicle operations, the center of the government’s data collection enterprise is 

their National Fright Registry - Registro Nacional de Despachos de Carga, or RNDC. The 

government requires freight movements be registered and has provided an electronic 

interface for the freight forwarders and trucking companies to complete the documentation. 

With electronic registration, the government has been able to link these traditional actors to 

other registries to ensure timely payment, tax collection, driver verification, and vehicle 

license plate registration, amongst others. A physical document of the freight trip 

registration must be carried with the truck driver throughout the journey. 

As for truck monitoring technology, while the United States and Europe have hours of 

service data logging with satellite-assisted location reporting requirements, Colombia has 

no such requirement. In 2017, it was reported that the average age of freight vehicles was 

nearly 17 years old [45]. It can be reasonably assumed that most commercial vehicles are 

currently not equipped with built-in on-board vehicle telemetry systems and rely on after-

market equipment or voice communication for journey updates. 

In Figure 12, the range of coverage from three leading Colombian cellular network 

provider (Claro, Movistar and Tigo Une) are shown for the area in and around Barranquilla 

as representative of the rest of the country. While the urban regions have robust 3G and 4G 

networks available with all three carriers, outside the urban areas the choice of network 

provider determines if the network is based on 2G, 3G, or 4G technology or if it exists at 

all. Additionally, the carriers have territorial focuses, meaning that one carrier can offer 

better network coverage over a competitor in one region, but the opposite may be true in a 

different territory. In the country’s current state, the commercial vehicle driver travelling to 

a maritime port is assumed to update their progress with the Fleet Manager via voice or 

text messaging due to the limitations in the communication channels while in rural areas.  

The sequence of infrastructure development and the degree of actor participation is critical 

to any ITS project’s success. The use of the developed model can be utilized as part of a 

larger model to perform trade-off studies between the competing solutions such as 

improving the nation’s cellular networks versus the adoption of alternative communication 
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channels made available from the non-traditional actors and use, for example, discrete 

events of electronic toll collection to provide the vehicle location services. 

   

 

Figure 12 - Available cellular coverage of Barranquilla Colombia and surrounding areas 
(Claro – top left, Movistar – top right, Tigo Une– bottom middle) Source: [46] 

While the nation’s ITS projects are their planning stages, the Colombian government has 

the flexibility to mandate specific criteria on commercial vehicle operations that would 

maximize their expected benefits of the technology given its communication infrastructure 
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limitations. Note that assumptions are made in the following scenarios may or may not 

reflect the government’s actual direction. 

Hypothetically, the maritime port of Cartagena in Colombia believes that it can further 

optimize their container operations by knowing where the trucks are and comparing their 

position and estimated travel time to the appointment, so that scheduling changes can be 

made more frequently and would like the Colombian government to create an ITS project 

for Automatic Vehicle Location. 

The justification for this project is that the conditions of the highways, delays caused by 

accidents and queues at toll plazas are preventing the port from optimizing their activities 

as appointments are books conservatively. This results in trucks arriving earlier than their 

appointment because they encountered no serious delays or late because they did. If the 

port knew the location of the trucks it can estimate a more accurate arrival time and reduce 

the re-handling of containers within the storage yard. 

Scenario Development and Discussion 

Using the National ITS Architecture as a reference three scenarios can be devised for 

consideration for the information flow and benefit between a commercial vehicle and a 

maritime port. These scenarios are shown in Figure 13 as follows: 

1. Truck to Port through Fleet Manager 

This ITS project represents the current activity as detailed in the National ITS 

architecture. 

2. Truck to Port direct communication 

The ITS project considers a direct connection between the vehicle’s location 

system and the port appointment system. 

3. Truck to Port through electronic toll collection and the national freight registry 

Electronic toll collection was selected as a viable option given the prevalence of 

toll roads in Colombia in addition to the existence of a national freight registry. 
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Figure 13 - Pictorial representation of the scenarios 

Scenario 1: Truck to Port through a Fleet Manager (National ITS Architecture) 

The Architecture Reference for Cooperative and Intelligent Transport for Freight Drayage 

Optimization depicts the information flow as from the Commercial Vehicle On-Board 

Equipment to the Fleet and Freight Management Center to the Intermodal Terminal. The 

relevant requirements for the actor pairings are shown in Figure 14. Of interest, the actor’s 

requirements can be matched to Shannon’s communication model and the communication 

requirements can be further contained within a single requirement representing the 

stakeholder’s need. 
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Figure 14 - Scenario 1 requirements 

Communication channels between the commercial vehicle’s on-board equipment and the 

Fleet and Freight Management Center is typically across cellular networks, while the 

communication channel between the Fleet Management Center and the Intermodal terminal 

is through internet-based applications. In the United States, each system is in an advanced 

stage of development where interface issues associated with communication channels have 

been resolved with few instances of dead spots in the nation’s cellular coverage. Data 

interpretation issues have also been resolved with third-party fleet tracking software and 
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applications that provide both ends of the data exchange. The flow of information is from 

the commercial vehicle’s on-board equipment transmits data to the Fleet Manager, who in 

turn manually adjusts the truck’s appoint time at the port, if needed, through the port 

appointment system interface. 

For Colombia to emulate the scenario of the National ITS Architecture, the fleet manager 

to port appointment system is already in place – the capability is enabled. The maritime 

ports have internet-based port appointment systems in operation for port bookings. The 

channel, compatibility of the data, and usefulness of the data are similar to the United 

States and participation rates for both the port and the Fleet Manger can be assumed to be 

100%, as this is the only available method to book an appointment. The communication 

weakness in evaluating the pairing is the hardware availability to execute the activities. For 

this scenario, an availability percentage for the receiving actor’s hardware was set at 98% 

and affects the communication factor (CF). This availability was chosen to reflect a 

reasonable investment in technology without the system becoming cost prohibitive. With a 

98% availability, the system should be unavailable no more than 3.36 hours a week.  

For goods travelling within Bolivar Department and even to and from nearby Atlantico 

Department, the journey times are less than two hours. Although there is limited 

opportunity to update on the truck’s progress for journey one or two review and update 

cycles is possible. For trips originating in the central region, journey times are such that 

delays can significantly impact the ability of the truck driver to meet the scheduled 

appointment. Assuming that delays to the truck time are passed on to the port as they 

occur, the pairwise capability score evaluates to 99.5%. 

The limitation in achieving the maximum benefit of the ITS project is in the pairing of the 

truck’s on-board equipment and the Fleet Manager. With this interface, the Colombian 

government has some legislative control over the actor participation rates. They can enact 

and enforce hours of service requirements and require active on-board equipment 

monitoring. GeoRED, used by the Colombian Geological Survey uses a Global Navigation 

Satellite System (GNSS) Continuously Operated Reference Station (CORS) and portable 
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field stations to provide data collection on seismic, volcanic and mass movement 

monitoring [47]. This provides supporting evidence that a commercial vehicle satellite 

navigation and vehicle tracking system is feasible and could be developed and deployed in 

Colombia. 

For this scenario, the truck to fleet manager solution involves a requirement to install fleet 

tracking hardware on the vehicles that allow the fleet manager to obtain location 

information when requested. For this exercise, I have assumed that geolocation by satellite 

navigation is the preferred implementation strategy based on the hardware and software 

specifications established by the Colombian Minister of Transportation’s ITS group. For 

reference, even though this is fleet tracking technology is not new, participation rates in the 

United States are still relatively low. In a 2019 report, Verizon reported that approximately 

2/3rd  (64%) of respondents in the United States use a fleet tracing solution [48]. For this 

evaluation, the participation rate of the fleet manager will be set at an equivalent level of 

64%. Opensignal evaluated the overall mobile data performance of various countries and 

found that, in 2016, 84.64% of Colombia has 3G or better cellular coverage [49]. The 

communication factor in the analysis can be set equal to the coverage rate, whereby, 

84.64% of the time communication between the on-board equipment and the fleet manager 

is possible over a 3G or better network. The remaining 15% of the time, there is, at best, 

2G coverage available – thus voice communication. 

For the truck driver, without a government regulation and / or financial assistance, the cost 

burden of the equipment and the reluctance of individuals to being monitored will limit the 

participation rate, but by assuming that the government enacts hours of service regulations 

and data logging requirements on the truck driver, similar to the United States, then the 

participation rate approaches 100%. 

Outside of a system model, the calculations would be performed by spreadsheet or hand 

and included in the overall document-based systems analysis and trade-off studies, in a 

format similar to Table 4. The parameters are captured, and the calculations yield a total 
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system score of 61.23% and that the system can at best achieve 54% of the maximum 

benefit. 

Table 4 - Scenario 1 Performance Evaluation 

 

  

By incorporating parametric analysis into the model, the calculations are automated as the 

simulation is executed. As shown in Figure 15, the activities performed within the model 

and the calculated capability analysis are presented. The calculated values are identical as 

those in Table 4. 

A B1 B2 C

100% 64% 100% 100%

Technology Availability w1 64% 25% 100% 25%

Entity Communication w2 54% 25% 98% 25%

Data Compatibility w3 64% 25% 100% 25%

Data Utility w4 64% 25% 100% 25%

84.64% 98%
100% 100%

Scenario 1 Architecture

Factors

Participation Rate
Communication Factor
Data Compatibility Factor

61.5% 99.5%
61.23%

100% 100%Data Utility Factor

Pairwise Capability Score
Total System Score
Expected Benefit

Capability Score Terms

Max. Benefit x 54.17%

Fleet 
Manager

Maritime 
Port

C.V. 
OBE

A B1 B2 C
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Figure 15 - TTPS scenario 1 model activities and calculations 

In this scenario, the system is limited by the entity communication term of the capability 

score. Specifically, the low participation rate of the fleet manager to adopt fleet tracking 

technology in addition to the sporadic communication network reduces the overall benefit 

expected by the system. 

For the system architect to improve the expected benefit, the participation rate of the actors 

would need to be increased (low cost). As the participation rate of the fleet manager 

increases so does the expected benefits assuming that the port is updated on the truck’s 

progress.  A 100% participation rate increases the total system score to 95.7% and the 

benefit is them limited by the lack of communication channel. Alternatively, the cellular 

network coverage could be increased at a much higher infrastructure cost, but keeping the 

participation rate at 64% and having nationwide 3G or better coverage only gives a total 

system score of 63.7% and a maximum benefit of 64% of the maximum value. Given this 

scenario, it should be more beneficial to increase the actor participation rates rather than 

invest in improving the cellular network coverage. 

Scenario 2: Truck to Port Direct Communication 

A second scenario to consider is the truck having direct communication with the maritime 

port. The arrangement involves the port utilizing the fleet tracking technology that the fleet 

manager would have traditionally used based on the National ITS Architecture. The 
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requirements are nearly identical to those of Scenario 1, except the entity pairing of truck 

and fleet manger becomes truck and maritime port.  

As in the first scenario, the Fleet Manager is obligated to make the initial appointment 

through the internet-based application. Once complete and the truck has been dispatched, 

the two connected devices (Port and Truck) would manage the remainder of the updating. 

The commercial vehicle is still equipped with a GPS location system that can still transmit 

the vehicle’s location via a cellular network with the same number of dead spots along the 

journey. 

The system at the maritime port would be modified with technology to accept the data 

from the vehicle tracking hardware and the port must institute new behavioral operations 

activities upon receiving this new data. There are two options for the implementation of the 

vehicle tracking software. Firstly, the maritime port can ‘free issue’ equipment to be used 

in the trucks with their destination being the port. When the truck driver receives the 

freight manifest, the driver would also receive the on-board equipment from the fleet 

manager. Although the participation rate would be effectively 100% for the truck drivers, 

there is a logistical element of circulating the equipment back out from the port to the fleet 

managers that would add a level of complexity to the process that may not make it 

attainable. It would be more likely that the maritime port would piggy-back on an existing 

truck to fleet manager system and obtain access to the information through these channels. 

This introduces the possibility of data incompatibility issues as the various fleet tracking 

systems will select options that are most cost effective for their business but may not be 

compatible with the port’s system. The result is that although the port can receive the data 

it cannot interpret the information.  

This can be demonstrated in the Truck-to-Port System model. Table 5 shows the 

assumptions and subsequent calculation in a spreadsheet format.  With full participation, if 

it is assumed that 50% of the incoming data being received by the port can be interpreted 

and the maritime port can make additional business decision 50% of the time, the system’s 

capability score increases from 61.23% to 70.8%. The score shows that this system has a 
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greater chance to achieve the full benefit envisioned by the ITS project. However, the 

expected benefit with these two assumptions being at 50% lowers the expected benefit of 

implementing the system when compared to Scenario 1. 

Table 5 - Scenario 2 Performance Evaluation 

 

Based on these numbers, the trade-off is between a potentially more capable system versus 

a greater expected benefit given the predicted state of operation. The architect must 

determine if the states are fixed or if the conditions will change over time and how. For 

example, the port appointment system may gain the capability to interpret and act upon 

different third-party data signals increasing the data compatibility and data utilization 

factors, which in turn increase the capability score and the expected benefit. Or as 

explained previously, the fleet managers may adopt more fleet tracking technology 

increasing their participation rate values which in turn also increases the capability score 

and expected benefit. The model can capture an instance, but the architect must understand 

the significance of the two values in their context. 

A C1 B C2

100% 100% 100% 100%

Technology Availability w1 100% 25% 100% 25%

Entity Communication w2 85% 25% 98% 25%

Data Compatibility w3 50% 25% 100% 25%

Data Utility w4 50% 25% 100% 25%

Scenario 2 Architecture

84.64%
50%
50%

71.2%

98%
100%
100%

99.5%
70.8%

Factors

Participation Rate
Communication Factor
Data Compatibility Factor
Data Utility Factor

Pairwise Capability Score
Total System Score
Expected Benefit

Capability Score Terms

Max. Benefit x 50%

Maritime 
Port

C.V. 
OBE

A C1 Fleet 
Manager

C2 B
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As with scenario 1, the executable model can perform the evaluation of the system. Figure 

16 displays the progression through the various states and activities.  

 

Figure 16 – TTPS scenario 2 model activities and calculations 

Scenario 3: Truck to Port via Toll Plazas and National Freight Registry 

Consider one additional scenario using non-traditional actors. It has been well researched 

that electronic toll collection improves toll plaza throughput [50] and that the major benefit 

to drivers is the associated time savings. For this scenario, the ITS project takes advantage 

of the stationary nature of the plaza. Knowing where the plaza is along the route in 

reference to the port allows the port to perform travel time estimates for comparison 

against the truck appointment and adjustments can be made if necessary. 

There are numerous benefits to adopting this strategy, the truck driver is usually able to 

pass through the toll plaza quicker than in a manual pay situation, the toll plaza can process 

more transactions / time unit which is less expensive than adding additional lanes. Through 

the National Freight Registry, the government obtains analytical data for traffic planning, 

and the port has an opportunity to optimize its operations all by connecting the siloed 

activities together. 

Extending our problem to consider this scenario requires a more hypothetical approach. 

Assume that the government enacts legislation for an ITS Project that requires all lanes of 

all toll plazas to be converted to electronic toll collection and all electronic toll payments 
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associated with commercial vehicle transactions be reported to the national freight registry 

database. The national freight registry, being a database-like entity can be adapted, through 

software, to include toll locations which can be polled by authorized users. Being internet 

based, the communication channels between the toll payment system, the national freight 

registry, the fleet manager, and the port are all well established. The bottleneck could be in 

the truck driver participation rate as well as a lack of standardization in toll tags. For this I 

have assumed arbitrary numbers of 50% of the truck drivers have adopted electronic toll 

collection and that only 50% of the toll tags are compatible with the toll lane equipment. 

Table 6 shows the spreadsheet analysis of the system.  

Table 6 - Scenario 3 Performance Evaluation 

 

The bottlenecks to be resolved are not in the channels, but rather the system should 

promote increased participation by truck drivers as well as institute a standardized toll 

transponder and reader to resolve data incompatibility issues. 

A B1 B2 C1 C2 D1 E1 D2

50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Technology Availability w1 50% 25% 100% 25% 100% 25% 100% 25%

Entity Communication w2 50% 25% 98% 25% 98% 25% 98% 25%

Data Compatibility w3 50% 25% 100% 25% 100% 25% 100% 25%

Data Utility w4 100% 25% 100% 25% 100% 25% 100% 25%

100%

99.5%

61.6%
Max. Benefit x 50%Expected Benefit

98%
100%
100%

99.5%

Scenario 3 Architecture

Factors

Participation Rate
Communication Factor 100.00%
Data Compatibility Factor 50%
Data Utility Factor 100%
Capability Score Terms

Pairwise Capability Score 62.5% 99.5%

Total System Score

98%
100%
100%

98%
100%

C.V. 
OBE

B2

E.T.C

A D1B1

N.F.R.

C1 C2

Fleet 
Manager

Maritime 
Port

E1

D2
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As in scenario 1 and 2, the model can be developed to automatically perform the 

parametric evaluation of the system’s capabilities during model execution. Figure 17 

demonstrates the execution of the model and the subsequent evaluation to match the 

spreadsheet generated supporting document. 

 

Figure 17 - TTPS scenario 3 model activities and calculations 

The added benefit of using a model is in the ability to tabulate the different scenarios 

automatically. As shown in Figure 18, the outputs of executing the three scenarios are 

tabulated in an instance table and for each of these scenarios can display the pairwise 

evaluations for capability score and expected benefit. Additionally, the total system score 

and expected system benefit is also displayed to enable rapid comparisons between each 

system. 

 

 

Figure 18 - Aggregate summary of all scenarios 
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The alternative to aggregation within the model is to tabulate the three scenarios in 
spreadsheet format, as shown in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 - Spreadsheet version of aggregate summary 

Given the hypothetical parameters, scenario 2 is the more system that is the closest to 
meeting the stakeholder’s need, followed by scenario 3. Scenario 2 is limited by 
incompatible vehicle location data being sent to the port. This could be rectified by issuing 
truck’s destined to the port with port supplied and compatible location relays. 

Scenario 1 models the National ITS architecture and yields the lowest capability score, 
albeit marginally. Due to poor participation rates by the freight forwarder yet is the closest 
to reaching the maximum benefit of the system. 

Scenario 3 is slight closer to meeting the stakeholder’s need than scenario 1 but is limited 
by participation rates and non-standardization of transponders between toll concessions. 
The expected benefit matches scenario 1. 

The designer needs to understand if the parameters are static and choose scenario 2 as the 
best way forward or are the parameters dynamic and change over time. In which case, the 
evolution of the system through each scenario can be modeled to determine which scenario 
is the optimum solution at that time. 

 

 

Truck to Base 61.5%
Base to Port 99.5%
Truck to Port 71.2%
Base to Port 99.5%
Base to Port 99.5%
Truck to Toll 62.5%
Toll to Registry 99.5%
Registry to Port 99.5%

Scenario

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

61.23%

70.8%

61.6%

100.00% 54.17%

100.0% 50.0%

100.0% 50.0%

Pairwise TTPS 
Entities

Pairwise TTPS 
Capability Score

Overall Capability 
Score

Maximum 
Benefit

Expected 
Benefit
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 

This thesis presented an application of MBSE in the context of freight movement to and 

from maritime ports. The model was developed in the systems engineering modeling 

language and demonstrates parametric analysis of a system to quantify the expected 

benefits gained by ITS projects by considering the technological maturity of the country. 

Additionally, the use of MBSE demonstrates some of the advantages digital models have 

over paper-based architectures. Specifically, although cumbersome to create initially, 

digital models provide a customizable application context. Elements can be added or 

removed and instances of elements in the application can be increased or decreased to 

better reflect the physical system. The digital model allows for recursive parametric 

analysis of the system. The created model demonstrates how the architecture can be 

expanded and integrated in the formal language. Additionally, supporting documents can 

be generated from within the model, that are not easy to obtain when using a paper-based 

method. 

This thesis contributes to the body of knowledge in several ways. Firstly, it introduced the 

evaluation of traditional and non-traditional communication channels to carry the 

information as an early stage enabler for ITS projects. Although performed in the context 

of freight movement to ports, this parametric pattern is applicable to any context associated 

with networks.    

Secondly, this thesis reminds systems architects that intelligent transportation systems 

require communication cooperation. As more devices become directly connected, the 

reliance on external infrastructure or non-traditional actors to supply the channel to carry 

the information becomes of lesser importance. However, as more devices become directly 

connected, assurances of data compatibility between multiple actors and technologies 

become of significant importance to the system’s design. This parametric analysis allows 
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for a holistic view for system improvements by evaluating the system for capability 

bottlenecks. 

Lastly, this thesis puts forward that the information exchanged between actors must enable 

a change in state. Information exchanged with no value has no benefit in the deployment of 

a system. 
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